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Abstract
For decades, there has been a consensus that marriage benefits men’s hourly wages. The main explanation has
been gender role specialization within the household. Recent studies challenged this view suggesting that there is
no causal marital wage premium (MWP) for men in the United States (Ludwig and Brüderl 2018, Killewald and
Lundberg 2017). There is evidence that such a premium is spurious and most likely due to selection processes in
the marriage market. In this paper, we argue that this critique of the MWP applies to the literature on family
related wage gaps (“family premiums”) more generally. To this end, we broaden the scope of the study by
Ludwig and Brüderl (2018) in two ways.
First, we extend the analysis to European countries. We use long-lasting panel studies from the U.S., the
U.K, Switzerland, West Germany, and East Germany. With pooled OLS (POLS), we find a large and significant
MWP in all five countries, ranging from 26 percent in the U.S. to 7 percent in Switzerland. With conventional
fixed-effects estimation (FE), the MWP reduces substantially for each country. For Switzerland it is merely 3
percent and insignificant. For East Germany, it is very close to zero. Finally, using an extended FE model that
allows for individual-specific constants and slopes (FEIS) (Brüderl and Ludwig 2015, Wooldridge 2010), the
MWP vanishes also for the U.S, the U.K. and West Germany. These results demonstrate that the MWP is not
causal, but most likely due to selection of men with steeper wage growth into marriage.
Second, we ask whether similar results obtain for other family transitions like cohabitation and
fatherhood. Previous literature using FE reported premiums for these transitions. We also find such premiums in
our five countries. However, they disappear when we use FEIS. Thus, it seems that family premiums for men are
not causal, but spurious in general.
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